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The familiar Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms for homology may be simplified, in the case of 
simplicial complexes, by replacing the homotopy and dimension axioms by a strengthened form 
of the dimension axiom, asserting that every simplex has homology group L in dimension 0 and 
0 in all other dimensions. 
Introduction 
While originally a topological tool, simplicial homology is now used in a variety 
of contexts. Given a structure, be it a topological space or a partially ordered set, 
it is often instructive to define simplexes in it and study the resulting complex. 
Hence, there are good reasons for examining the purely combinatorial aspects of 
homology theory, free of the original topological context. 
For instance, it was shown by Eilenberg and Steenrod in [2] that the axioms of 
exactness, excision, dimension, and homotopy suffice to characterise the usual 
homology theory of pairs of compact topological spaces up to isomorphism. The 
first three of these may be easily interpreted in purely combinatorial terms for finite 
simplicial complexes. The homotopy axiom is not quite so natural in this context. 
It may be rephrased in terms of the closely-related notion of contiguity; however, 
it will be shown below that it may also be dropped completely and replaced by a 
slight strengthening of the dimension axiom. (For a homotopy-free topological ax- 
iomatisation of homology, see [4].) 
In its revised form, the dimension axiom will state that the homology groups of 
a simplex (rather than a point) are Z in dimension 0, and 0 in all other dimensions. 
It will be shown that any pair (H,a) obeying this and the axioms of excision and 
exactness is equivalent to the usual homology theory on the category of pairs of 
finite simplicial complexes. 
A particularly natural application of this result is given in [l], where it is used to 
axiomatise the homology of preconvexity spaces. (These results are now being 
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prepared for more general publication.) A preconvexity space is a pair (X, IK), where 
X is a set, IK an intersectionally closed family of subsets of X (it is not required that 
X itself be a member of IK). The elements of IK are called convex sets. For instance, 
if X is a subset of R”, we may let IK consist of all subsets of X which are convex 
in the usual sense; or if X is a circle, let IK, consist of all sets that may be covered 
by an open arc of length 0. The morphisms of preconvexity spaces are functions that 
map all convex sets to convex sets; by analogy with functions from the real line to 
itself, these are called Darboux maps. 
Simplicial homology theories on the category of pairs of preconvexity spaces with 
Darboux maps may be defined in various ways, for instance by analogy with the 
Tech and Vietoris homology functors in topology. These exhibit various interesting 
properties; if X is an open subset of R” with the preconvexity described above, it 
is shown in [I] that the homology group of (X, IK) is the same as that of X considered 
as a (topological) subspace of R”. However, for any positive n, there exists 0~7~ 
such that H&S’, IK,) is nonzero! By considering certain preconvexity spaces as 
filtered colimits of finite simplicial complexes, a particularly simple axiomatisation 
of the homology of preconvexity spaces arises, without a homotopy axiom. 
1. The main result 
Theorem. There is a unique pair (H, a) such that H is a functor from the category 
of pairs of finite simplicial complexes to the category of graded abelian groups, 
8 : H + His a natural transformation which reduces the grade by 1, and the follow- 
ing axioms are satisfied: 
(SHl) The inclusion map i : (K,, K, n K*)&(K, U K2, K2) induces an isomor- 
phism in homology; 
(SH2) The triangle 
WC A) 
is exact, where i : AGK and j : (K, O)G(K, A) are the inclusion maps; 
(SH3) Let S be a simplex of dimension 2 0; then H,,(S) = Z for n = 0, 0 for n #O. 
Proof. The category of finite simplicial complexes is equivalent to the category of 
finite geometric simplicial complexes. It therefore suffices to prove the Eilenberg- 
Steenrood axioms for continuous simplicial maps between finite geometric sim- 
plicial complexes using axioms (SHl-3). The Eilenberg-Steenrod exactness, exci- 
sion, and dimension axioms follow trivially; it remains to prove the homotopy 
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axiom. Assumefo,fi : (K, A) 3 (L, B) to be a pair of homotopic simplicial maps; we 
will show that they induce the same function in homology. 
It is usual, in the context of simplicial complexes, to replace the concept of 
homotopy by that of contiguity. Recall that two simplicial maps gO,g, : K Z L are 
contiguous if, for every simplex S c K, there exists a simplex Tc_ L such that g,S 
and g,S are both contained in T. It is not generally true that homotopic maps be- 
tween geometric simplicial complexes are contiguous; however, we may adapt a 
theorem from Hilton and Wylie [3] to obtain a similar result. 
Theorem 1.1. If j&f, : lK j 3 1 Ll are homotopic, there exists a sequence of 
simplicial maps vi : K @I) + L such that v, , and vi are contiguous, v. is a simplicial 
approximation to fo, and v, is a simplicial approximation to fi . 
Proof. See [3, $1.8.61. 0 
Hilton and Wylie actually use a more general definition of contiguity, by which 
v. : K+ L and vl : K@) 4 L are contiguous when, to each S@) in K(‘) with carrier S, 
there corresponds a simplex TC L such that v,(S) c T, v,(S”‘) c T. Letting b = 
max(r;), let CJ; : K’@ 4 Kc’<) be the standard map, and let g,=aio;. Then 
g;_,,g,:K’@ZL 
are contiguous in the usual sense (which we shall use henceforth), go is a simplicial 
approximation to fo, and g, is a simplicial approximation to fi . It will thus suffice 
to prove the following propositions from axioms (SHl-3): 
Proposition 1.2. Let an edge a,a2 in a complex K be divided into two edges ala and 
aa2, and every simplex containing that edge be similarly divided into one in which 
a replaces a, and one in which a replaces a2 (Fig. 1). Call the new complex K ‘; the 
a2 
Fig. 1 
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map v, : K’+ K which takes a - a, and fixes every other vertex induces an isomor- 
phism in homology. 
Proposition 1.3. Zf g,,g, are contiguous, (gO)*=(g,)*. 
(These two propositions will be proved later.) 
Applying the construction in Proposition 1 several times to a simplicial complex 
K, we may obtain a sequence K, K,, K2, . . . , K, = KCb) of successively subdivided 
complexes. Composing the maps 
K+K,_, -U1”-?K,,_z+...+K,%K 
yields a map p : KCb) + K which induces an isomorphism in homology; and&y, : Ktb) -+ L 
and fi v, : KCb’ + L are simplicial approximations to fO and fi respectively. Any two 
simplicial approximations to the same function are contiguous [3,1.7.11], so the 
following is a chain of pairwise contiguous functions: 
.&P-go-g1 - *.. -g,-fi(p. 
Applying Proposition 1.3, we obtain 
(fo)*p* = (go)* = (g1)* = ... = (&)* = (fi )*v)*; 
but as p* is an isomorphism by Proposition 1.2, (fo)* = (f,)*. 0 
2. Proof of Proposition 1.2 
Lemma 2.1. (SH1,2) * the Mayer- Vietoris sequence 
. ..~H.(K,nK2)-,H,(K1)OH,(K2)~H,(K,UK2)~H,_1(K,nKz)... 
is exact for any pair of finite simplicial complexes K,, K2. 
Proof. A proof of the exactness of the MVS using only the exactness and excision 
axioms is given in [2, 8 1.15.31. It is too long to quote in full here. 0 
A very quick proof of the following lemma is given in the same book; however, 
it relies on the homotopy axiom which we are in the process of proving! 
Lemma 2.2. (SHl-3) * the inclusion of a vertex {a} into a complex K which is star- 
shaped about a induces an isomorphism in homology. 
Proof. The subcomplexes of K which are starshaped about a form a partial order 
by inclusion. The lemma is trivially true for {a] itself, the bottom object in this par- 
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tial order; we shall show inductively that it is true for K if it is true for every proper 
subcomplex of K, whence the result follows. 
K may be expressed as the union of a simplex S and a proper subcomplex L c K 
whichisstarshapedabouta.Leti:LnSc,L,j:LnSc,S,andk:{a}c,LnSbe 
the inclusion maps. By hypothesis, k, and (i/c), are isomorphisms; hence, i, is also 
an isomorphism. The unique map t : S -ta is left inverse to jk; thus, (jk),: Z+Z 
is a split monomorphism. Any split monomorphism i7 -+ Z is an isomorphism. Thus, 
j, is an isomorphism. If we substitute these maps into the Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
for K, we deduce that im(a) = 0, im(/3) = Z: 
ff,(L)wf,(S) + H,(K) zff,V n s) i*oJ, H,(L)@H,(S), 
= 0 = 0 =Z 
ffo(.tns)% H,(L)OH,(&H,(K)+H_,(Lns). 
= z = z =Z = 0 
Therefore, HO(K) = Z, H,(K) = 0. It is obvious that for n > 1, H,,(K) = 0, as 
H,(L)OH,(S)~H,(K)-tH,~,(LnS) 
= 0 = 0 = 0 
is exact. Now, the terminal map t : K-t {a} is left inverse to the inclusion map 
I : {a} -+ K, so t* is left inverse to I*. Hence I, : Z + 77 is a split monomorphism, and 
thus an isomorphism. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let K be a simplicial complex, A c K a starshaped subcomplex; then 
8 = 0 in the triangle of (SH2) for the pair (K, A), and the resulting short exact se- 
quence 
O-H,(A)~H,,(K+H,,(K,A)+O 
splits for every n. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2 and the exactness axiom, we have for n> 1 the short exact 
sequences 
= 0 = 0 
in these cases the lemma is immediate. For the low-dimensional cases, consider the 
exact sequence 
H,(A)~H,(K+H,(K,A) AHO(A+H,(K) LH,(K,A)AH_,(A); 
= 0 = z = 0 
only the map 8 : H, (K, A) + H,(A) needs to be checked. Let a be a point about 
which A is starshaped, with k : {a} + A the inclusion map. By Lemma 2.2, k* is an 
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isomorphism. Let t : K-+ {a} be the terminal map; t is left inverse to ik, so 
(ik), : H,({a}) + H,(K) and i, : H,(A) + Ho(K) are split monomorphisms. Hence, 
8 : H,(K,A) -+ H,(A) is the zero map, proving the lemma in the case n = 1; and the 
short exact sequence splits for n=O. 0 
With these three lemmas, we can prove Proposition 1.2. Let K” be the sub- 
complex of K consisting of simplexes which do not contain a, a,; this is the same 
as K”, the subcomplex of K’ consisting of simplexes which do not contain a. St(a) 
is the subcomplex of K’ containing all simplexes which contain a; let A =p(st(a)), 
the subcomplex of K containing all simplexes which contain at a2. K"' UA st(a) = 
K’, and K” fl A = K” fl st(a) (Fig. 2). Thus, the following diagram commutes: 
i’ i “’ 
st(a) c K’ c ” ’ (K’, St(a)) 4 (K”‘, K”‘n St(a)) 
p(K,A)d(K”,K”nA) 
Now, (if’)* and (i”‘)* are isomorphisms by the excision axiom, (cJ~~,,,, CJI~,,, nstCaj) 
is an isomorphism, and it is an easy corollary of Lemma 2.2 that (v)I~~(~))* is an 
isomorphism. Thus, we have the following diagram in homology: 
(i’)* (j% 
0 -H(st(a)) -H(K’) - H(K’, St(a)) - 0 
(&(a)) c 
H(K”‘, kl n St(a)) 
II 
I I H(K”, K”n A) i* j* 
0 -H(A) -H(K) - H(;, A) -0 
Fig. 2 
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By Lemma 2.3, the top and bottom rows are exact; so by the short five lemma, the 
result follows. 0 
Corollary 1.4. The standard map induces an isomorphism H(Ktb’, ACb)) L H(K, A) 
in relative homology. 
Proof. Apply the five lemma to the long exact sequences of the pairs (K@‘,A@)) 
and (K,A). 0 
3. Proof of Proposition 1.3 
Given a pair of contiguous maps g,,g, : KZ L, we will construct a ‘cylinder’ on 
their domain. For any simplicial complex K, assume that the vertices are ordered 
(the choice of order does not matter.) Let Sj= (sil,si2, . . . , sin) be any simplex of K, 
whose vertices appear in a restriction of the overall order; define S, to be the new 
simplex whose vertices are (s,!, .&, . . . , s,;, sij, . . . , s- ). Key’ is the simplicial complex ,n 
consisting of the simplexes S, and their subsimplexes. Let ho : Sij c sij be the inclu- 
sion KcKCY’, and let hl : sjj ++ s,;; we will show that ho and h, induce the same map 
in homology (Fig. 3). 
Assume the simplexes (S;) of K to be ordered in such a way that all n-simplexes 
come before all (n + I)-simplexes. Construct K cy’ from K by adding all the sim- 
plexes S, in lexicographic order; so K. = K, K, = K. = K. U Soo, K, = K, U Slo, and 
Fig. 3 
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Fig. 4 
so on through the 0-simplexes; then Kk+, = Kk U S,, , Kkt2 = Kk+ I U S,, , and so 
on through the 1-simplexes, 2-simplexes, etc., until Key’ is reached (Fig. 4). At each 
stage in the construction, Kk n S, is the union of the faces of S;; which contain the 
vertex Sij; this is starshaped about Sij. Applying the methods of L’roposition 1.2 and 
Lemma 2.2 to the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of Kk U S,, at each stage the inclusion 
KkcKk+ 1 induces an isomorphism in homology. The composition of these inclu- 
sions is ho, which thus also induces an isomorphism in homology. A similar argu- 
ment shows that (h,)* is an isomorphism. Applying the five lemma to the long 
exact sequences of (K,A) and (Kcyl,Acy’), we deduce that ho, hl : (K,A) 3 (Key', Acy') 
likewise induce isomorphisms in homology. Let k : (KcY', Acy’) Z (K, A) take 
Sij,S,> H Sij. This is a simplicial map, and left inverse to both ho and h, ; SO (ho)*= 
k;’ =(h,),. 
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Given two contiguous maps gO,g, : (K,A) 2 (L, B), let g : (Kcy’,Acy’)+(L,B) take 
Sij H go(Sij), S; y gi(s;,). This is a simplicial map, and g, =gho, gi =ghi . Thus, 
(go)*=g*(h,)*=g*(h,)*=(g,)*. 0 
Conclusion 
We have seen that it is possible to formulate a system of axioms for the homology 
of finite simplicial complexes which is simpler than the topological axioms of 
Eilenberg and Steenrod. Our ‘strong dimension axiom’, (SH3), is implied for 
geometric simplicial complexes by the dimension and homotopy axioms of Eilenberg 
and Steenrod; thus the two sets of axioms are equivalent at the simplicial level. 
The three axioms of simplicial homology given here are, of course, not sufficient 
to define homology in a topological context, as they do not tell us what simplexes 
are in a topological space. Even if we identify 0-simplexes with points, the axioms 
(SHl-3) are satisfied by various different models. One example of a model which 
differs from the usual one assigns to every topological space the ‘discrete simplicial 
complex’ in which every point is a O-simplex and there are no higher-dimensional 
simplexes. Hence, in the Eilenberg-Steenrod axiomatisation, we may think of the 
homotopy axiom as the axiom which defines topological simplexes, bridging the gap 
between topology and combinatorics. It should be noted that other axiomatisations, 
such as that given in [4] by Kelly, do not necessarily rely on the homotopy axiom 
for this purpose! 
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